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Abstract
Eugenol, as the main component in clove, has neuroprotective abilities, including its effect to learning memory of mice. However, there is no evidence showing whether eugenol can expand the growth of dendrites in the brain. The objective of this research was to examine the effects of eugenol towards dendritic complexity of neurons, neurogenesis, and memory performance in hippocampus. A total of 21 mice were divided into three groups; i) mice were administered 30 mg/kg bw eugenol orally, (ii) mice were administered 100 mg/kg bw eugenol orally, and (iii) mice were administered distilled water as control. Mice were kept for 30 consecutive days following the standard animal housing. The memory performance was observed through the Y-arm maze alternation, Novel Object Recognition (NOR), and Morris Water Maze (MWM) test. The brain was dissected and stained with FD Rapid Golgi Staining kit to observe dendrites in the dentate gyrus (DG) and cornu ammonis 1 (CA1) region; and Haematoxylin-Eosin (HE) staining to assess neurogenesis in the DG. Our results showed that eugenol enhanced putative neural stem cells (NPCs) and granular cells (GC) number, and also decrease neuronal cell death in DG (p<0.0001). Eugenol also increased dendritic complexity of neurons in DG region; while in CA1, eugenol has given a positive effect only on the basal area. Eugenol increased spatial and recognition memory in mice, indicated by a higher number of correct alternations and discrimination ratio compared to the control group (p<0.05), although escape latency in MWM did not show significant effect (p>0.05). As analyzed by behavioral tests and Golgi staining of brain tissue, eugenol can increase memory performance, neurogenesis, and dendritic complexity of the DG and CA1 basal region of brain in mice.
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Introduction
Bioprospecting of biologically active compounds from plants has emerged in recent decades for developing a natural medicine. Numerous medicinal plants have been screened both in vitro and in vivo for investigating new potential drugs. Studies have suggested that traditional herbs are able to prevent or treat health problems. One of the plants that possess many pharmacological properties is clove (Syzygium aromaticum L.). Clove is a member of Myrtaceae family, which originates from the Maluku islands, Indonesia. Cloves oils are mainly composed of eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol; 72-90%), which is an active compound that responsible for the clove's aroma.

Eugenol has been shown to have several advantages such as an anticonvulsant activity, anesthetic, antirepellent, anticarcinogenic, slimming aromatherapy, and amelioration of chronic inflammation. It also has been shown to possess the ability as an antidepressant, antioxidant, and neuroprotective which offers many benefits for an alternative therapeutic in neurodegenerative disorder, particularly for Alzheimer’s disease. This potency might be correlated with its ability to preserve memory in the brain. A previous report revealed that combining eugenol with acupuncture can boost the learning-memory ability through olfactory pathway. This research is parallel to another study which has shown that eugenol can manage to decrease spatial memory loss in mice that induced by scopolamine. This process of learning and storing memory is highly related to hippocampus in the brain.

Hippocampus is a brain area known to be responsible for memory processing and neurogenesis, a process when the brain generates new neurons throughout life. In hippocampus, memory drives through the entorhinal cortex (EC), then transmitted from the dentate gyrus (DG) to the hippocampus proper (CA1, CA3), and finally transferred to many areas in the brain. This structure indeed is a pivotal part of the brain, thus any damages in this region will lead to cognitive dysfunction. DG has been widely recognized for adult neurogenesis, in which the neural progenitor cells (NPCs) will develop to be mature cells in the following process, such as proliferation, differentiation, and migration. This hippocampal neurogenesis will give a good impact on cognitive performance by altering learning memory ability.

Eugenol is also reported to possess the ability in inducing brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in the hippocampus. This protein has an ability to increase the number of dendritic pyramidal neurons and increase its dendritic growth and branches. This
condition will affect the increment of signal processing and functional network integrity, since dendrites are crucial in determining the signals received by a neuron. However, the effect of eugenol administration towards neuronal dendrites of the brain have not yet been evaluated. Therefore, using behavioral and brain histological approaches, we examined the effects of eugenol on the hippocampal dendritic complexity of neurons and neurogenesis; and how it affects memory performance of the mice in this study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal Treatment

Twelve-week-olds male Deutschland Denken Yonken (DDY) mice (Mus musculus) weighing 20-25 grams were used in this study. Twenty one mice were divided into 3 groups each consisting 7 mice (n=7). Group I was administered with eugenol (TCI, Japan) 30 mg/kg bw\(^{[13,20]}\), group II was administered with eugenol 100 mg/kg bw\(^{[20]}\) (Eug100), and group III was administered by distilled water as control. Mice were acclimatized for 7 days before subjected to the treatment and mice were fed ad libitum and housed on a 12:12-h light cycle. All the dosages were given to mice pre-orally for 30 consecutive days. This experiment was approved by Animal Ethics Committee of IPB University (No. 73-2017.IPB). All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering in this research.

Behavioral Test

The behavioral tests to assess mice memory were conducted using Y maze alternation, Novel Object Recognition (NOR), and Morris Water Maze (MWM) tests. The Y maze and NOR tests were performed before and after treatments as described in the previous studies\(^{[24, 25]}\). The MWM test was performed based on previous study with some modifications\(^{[26]}\). The training phases were divided into visible platform trial (VPT) and hidden platform trial (HPT). The primary test consisted of short term memory (STM) and long term memory (LTM) test. There were 4 different start locations (N, S, W, and E). Mice were undergone training using distinct initial locations. VPT was conducted at day 7, 8 and 9; HPT at day 10; STM at day 11; and LTM was conducted at day 33.

Analysis of Dendritic complexity of neurons and Cell Density

Mice were anesthetized with ketamine 10mg/kg bw and xylazine 1 mg/kg bw. The brain was isolated from the skull and were processed into the FD Rapid Golgi Staining\(^{TM}\) kit (FD NeuroTechnologies, Inc., USA) based on procedure from the manufacturer. The dendrites were analyzed using the Sholl Analysis. Dendritic tracing was performed on mature neurons. The parameters used in this research were dendritic length, intersection, and maximum dendritic span in the DG, CA1 apical, and CA1 basal. Another part of the brain was processed as described by Animal Ethics Committee of IPB University (No. 73-2017.IPB). All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering in this research.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis were performed with paired t-test, and One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey-HSD post hoc test for multiple group comparisons. Results were represented as means ± SEM. This analysis was conducted using the R Software version 3.5.1 (www.r-project.org).

RESULTS

Dendritic complexity of neurons in the DG and CA1

Hippocampus is composed of different subregions that is highly interconnected, and its arrangement might suggest the computational functions to construct memory. The representative of hippocampus stained by Golgi staining is shown in Figure 1A, and the dendrites in DG and CA1 are shown in Figure 1B. In this region, dendrites develop and emerge as an important part to transmit the signals. Golgi staining was quantified to examine the characteristics of dendrites, namely dendritic length, intersections, and maximum dendritic span in the DG, and CA1 (apical and basal).

Administration of eugenol at dose of 100 mg/kg bw considerably increased dendritic length and number of intersections in DG area compared to control (p<0.001; Tukey-HSD post hoc). This higher dosage was also different compared to Eug30 (p<0.01; Tukey-HSD post hoc; Figure 1C). In apical part of CA1, no significant improvement has been detected (p>0.05; ANOVA; Figure 1D). However, in basal part of CA1, both of dendritic length and intersections of Eug30 and Eug100 have increased and significantly different compared to control (p<0.0001; Tukey-HSD post hoc; Figure 1E). We also found that the maximum dendritic span was not different among the groups in DG (Figure 1c) and apical part of CA1 (p>0.05; one way ANOVA; Figure 1d), although we have noticed a statistically different results in basal part of CA1 (p<0.05; one-way ANOVA; Figure 1E). The number of intersection from soma also varied in each group (Figure 1F – 1H).

Neurogenesis in DG

The neurogenesis in this research is represented by the three main indicators: the putative neural progenitor cells (NPCs), granular cells (GCs), and apoptotic cells density in DG of mice hippocampus. The representative of hippocampus with HE staining in each group is shown in Figure 2A. The number of putative NPCs density is increased in Eug100 (p<0.0001; Tukey-HSD post hoc; Figure 2B), while the GCs density was also showed the similar trend, in which Eug30 achieved the highest density compared to other groups (p<0.0001; Tukey-HSD post hoc; Figure 2C). The higher density of NPCs and GCs in treatment groups might have benefits for memory formation by providing new neurons, and also supports its dendrites development during the fate determination. In contrast, this research demonstrated that the apoptotic cells in both of eugenol treatments were massively decreased (p<0.0001; Tukey-HSD post hoc; Figure 2D).

The Effects of Eugenol on Memory Performance

Y maze test was conducted based on the tendency of mice behavior to explore novel areas. In the normal stage before any treatments, all of the groups did not show any differences (p>0.05; one-way ANOVA), the percentage of correct alternation was ranging at around 55-60%, but after 30 days of eugenol treatment, we found that Eug30 (p<0.01; paired t-test) and Eug100 (p<0.001; paired t-test) have an increased and significantly different correct alternation percentage compared to control group (p<0.05; one way ANOVA). This study demonstrated that eugenol administration has a positive effect on the mice’s spatial learning ability, and both dosages that given to mice were effective in improving spatial memory performance (Figure 2E).

In this research, we also counted the recognition memory by NOR test. This test has been widely used to evaluate the effect of a new drug on memory in animal model. By using this test, we exposed...
Figure 1: Dendritic complexity of neurons in hippocampus. (A) Representative of hippocampus using FD Rapid Golgi staining; (B) Representative of dendrites of control, Eug30, and Eug100 in DG and CA1; (C) Dendritic complexity of neurons in DG; (D) Dendritic complexity of neurons in apical part of CA1; (E) Dendritic complexity of neurons in basal part of CA1; (F) Number of intersection from soma in DG; (G) Number of intersection from soma in apical part of CA1; (H) Number of intersection from soma in basal part of CA1. * significantly different using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post hoc test; n=7 for each groups.
mice into two different objects, the familiar and new objects. We examined their ability to recognize these particular objects. The result of NOR test is shown in Figure 2F. Before eugenol was administered to mice, the DR in the acquisition were in similar level in each mouse (p>0.05; one-way ANOVA).

The learning-memory of mice in this research was also assessed by MWM test. We divided this test into the training sessions, which refer to VPT and HPT, and the primary tests which consisted of STM and LTM (Figure 2G). During the visible and hidden platform, Eug30 and Eug100 might showed slight reduction of escape latency, although these phenomena were not statistically different (p>0.05; one-way ANOVA). The same results were also found in short term and long term tests (p>0.05; one-way ANOVA).

**DISCUSSION**

We sought to measure memory performance of mice using three main parameters: spatial memory, recognition memory, and learning-memory. Our results have suggested that the changes in learning-ability behavior are in correlation with neuroanatomical changes in mice brain. We observed dendritic complexity of neurons and cell densities in hippocampus to describe the differences of mice’s memory related-behavior. We inferred that the increase of memory in this research occurred due to a better condition of neurons in hippocampus as reflected by higher dendritic length and intersections, as well as the putative NPCs and GCs density. Dendrites have crucial roles for processing a neural information since their arrangement will determine the
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synapses and both the branches and location of dendrite will affect the electrical properties that important for the circuit function\[38\].

We have revealed that the improvement in mice behavior is probably supported by the increase profile of hippocampal dendrites. In this research, total dendritic lengths increased both in DG and basal part of CA1. Additionally, the number of intersections also increased, which means more profuse branching has been constructed. These branches enable neuron to collect more inputs. The dendritic lengths in this report would also be implicated in the increment of surface area of dendrites. Thus, we inferred this condition will increase the number of information gathered by dendrites from many presynaptic areas, so the probability of neuron to get and store memories would improve as well. Moreover, studies mentioned that the increase in total intersection and distance from soma also determine an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) that will contribute to neuronal firing\[29\]. Thereby, spatial and recognition memory in this research have increased significantly. This is also in accordance with previous research using voluntary exercise which had proved that a better memory performance of mice is highly correlated with improvement in dendritic structures and complexity in the adult hippocampus\[39\].

In this research, eugenol increased dendritic complexity of neurons in DG and CA1. We suggest that this phenomenon might also have been caused by a certain protein that influence the mechanism of learning memory in the brain. Previous report demonstrated that eugenol can increase BDNF\[20\]. It is a neurotrophin that promotes different functions such as for neuronal survival, morphology, and plasticity\[34\]. BDNF can modulate the complexity of dendrites. It increases dendritic length of CA1 pyramidal neurons \[32\], and also the granular cells in DG\[33\]. Thus, our results are tempting to suggest that the increase of dendritic complexity of neurons in DG and CA1 basal after treated by eugenol might have been associated with BDNF signaling.

It was interesting to discover in this research that the dendritic span was not showing any differences among the groups in DG and basal part of CA1. It suggests that the dendrites have grown in an appropriate way and considered normal. Although the dendrite structure has changed to become longer and contain many intersections, they were well-developed to the right direction. It will give a good implication to the proper signals transmitted by dendrites for the acquisition, consolidation, and retrieval phase. The chemoattractant, such as Sema3A, considerably contribute to guiding the apical dendrites to the expected location\[34\]. In contrast, an aberrant dendritic span will disrupt synaptic signals which affect memory stream\[35\].

We observed that eugenol could increase neurogenesis in DG, as represented by a higher number of putative NPCs in this research. Neurogenesis is not only involving a cell development from proliferation to maturation, but also including synaptic integration. Neurons will develop dendritic branches and contribute to the formation of neural circuitry in hippocampus\[36\]. A previous study confirmed that voluntary exercise increased neurogenesis in DG, and it induced the increment of dendritic lengths\[30\]. Our studies support this causal relation by showing that eugenol can increase neurogenesis and it is in line with total dendritic lengths which implicated to a better learning memory. This nascent neurite will polarize its organelles and cytoskeleton to form dendrites. When it once formed, they will gradually grow and make new branches under certain biological process until it would become mature and build dendrite anchor. In this research, we found that Eug100 has successfully enhanced NPCs density, compared to control and Eug30. It might indicate that higher putative NPCs will impact to higher proliferation in DG. A previous study mentioned that eugenol has succeeded to raise proliferation in mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)\[37\]. The GCs in this research have also increased in Eug30, which showed that the cells in this group have grown mature and differentiated. We have also noticed that eugenol attenuated the neuronal death in both treatments, implied that eugenol can improve cell survival abilities, as the previous report showed that eugenol has neuroprotective effects against aluminum toxicity\[38\]. This declining number of apoptotic cells indirectly increased the ease of neurogenesis in DG, which affects memory performance.

This research demonstrated that eugenol significantly increased spatial ability of mice. During the Y Maze test, mice were traveled to three different arms in a given time. The mice which demonstrate high spatial ability will move towards the new arm more often than turning back to the previous arm\[39\]. Therefore, it’s required to recall the last arm that had visited by mice. This process needs a complex signaling pathway, particularly in hippocampus of the brain. Hippocampus has proved to have a crucial role in spatial learning memory. Recent research has described that during spatial navigation, the hippocampus of the brain becomes active. Moreover, studies mentioned that the damage of the hippocampus will lead to the impairment of spatial memory\[40\].

Previous studies examined the Y maze test to mice that induced by scopolamine-eugenol elaboration\[41\]. Scopolamine can impair hippocampal-dependent memory and it is acknowledged to evaluate the anti-amnesic activity. In their study, a combination of scopolamine and eugenol until a dosage of 50 mg/kg bw can improve spatial memory. In this current research, we demonstrated that eugenol alone could enhance the Y maze result compared to control. We also revealed that eugenol with a higher dosage (100 mg/kg bw) still has a good effect on spatial learning memory, indicating that this dosage is still considered normal and did not give a bad side effect. Furthermore, scopolamine-eugenol in previous study subjected to mice for 14 days, while we administered eugenol for 30 days, meaning that eugenol plausibly could preserve its positive effect for a longer duration.

Besides its effect on spatial memory, the hippocampus, particularly the dorsal side, is also important for recognition memory\[41\]. During the NOR task, the memory would be stored and mice try to collect the characteristics of objects that later could be placed in different parts of the brain. However, when mice face new objects, the brain needs to reconsolidate and reorganize the memories of the previous object, implicating the fusion of new experiences or information\[42\]. In this study, the NOR primary test revealed that eugenol increased recognition memory both in Eug30 and Eug100. These groups also have significantly improved compared to the previous acquisition phases. Conversely, the control group did not show any differences, indicating that the mice's tendency to explore novelty has relatively equal either in acquisition or primary test. This increasing number is related to dendritic complexity of neurons of DG and CA1. As the first subregion of hippocampus that receives incoming signals, DG plays a key role in pattern separation, the ability to differentiate similar experiences or objects\[42\]. This ability allows mice to separate the old and new objects, and retrieve the previous memory when they were exposed to the novel objects.

Our results, however, showed that eugenol unable to decline escape latency in MWM test. This was plausibly caused by the lack of acquisition memory gained by mice since it was conducted once in a day for the trial phases. In this research, eugenol both at the lower and higher doses have not given a significant effect on learning memory during the training stages; then it somehow affected the rest of the primary test. This result might be also correlated with dendrites in CA3 which were not observed in this research. The CA3
network is important for memory acquisition[34]. Therefore, although the dendrites increased in CA1, it would not affect the short and long term results, because the consolidation process was not well-conducted when the acquisition was not at the optimal phase. In addition, further work is needed to elucidate eugenol effect on MWM test alongside with dendrites observation in CA3. We also recommend that the training frequency should be increased, thus enable the mice will to get enough information for the test.

Studies have tried to prove the effectiveness of eugenol to prevent or cure a neurological disorder, such as Alzheimer disease[27] and epilepsy[28]. This current work will expand our knowledge on how eugenol effects dendrites and neurogenesis which would beneficial for neurodegenerative research. In respect to our findings, it can be suggested that eugenol might become a potential therapeutic candidate. Our study, however, have limitations such as the lack of information on dendritic spines. Therefore, more work in describing those characteristics and identify the neuron’s dendritic tree would be necessary to comprehend the synaptic strength and electrical signals transmission. Molecular research also has to be conducted in order to connect the improvement of NPCs and dendrites with the the signal processing in hippocampus after treated by eugenol.

CONCLUSION

Eugenol increased spatial and recognition memory indicated by the higher correct alternations in Eug30 and Eug100 after mice tested using Y maze alternation, and also the higher discrimination ratio percentage in NOR test. Eugenol also increased dendritic length and intersections both in DG and basal part of CA1. The maximum dendritic span was not significantly different in DG and apical part of CA1. Eugenol increased the number of putative NPCs and GCs, and decreased the number of apoptotic cells in the DG, which supports an enhancement of hippocampal neurogenesis. In general, eugenol with 100 mg/kg bw dose demonstrated a better effect on hippocampal dendritic complexity of neurons.
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Abbreviations

BDNF : Brain-derived neurotrophic factor
CA1 : Cornu ammonis 1
DDY : Deutschland denken yonken
DG : Dentate gyrus
DR : Discrimination ratio
EC : Entorhinal cortex
Eug30 : Eugenol 30 mg/kg bw
Eug100 : Eugenol 100 mg/kg bw
GCs : Granular cells
HE : Haematoxylin Eosin
HPT : Hidden platform trial
LTM : Long term memory test
MWM : Morris water maze
NOR : Novel object recognition
NPCs : Neural progenitor cells
STM : Shot term memory test
VPT : Visible platform trial
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